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Abstract

Relative to individual-specific signature whistles, little is known about the
“non-signature” calls – particularly the non-signature whistles – of the common Atlantic
bottlenose dolphin, Tursiops truncatus. While such calls are suspected to possess social
function, tracking their exchange among conspecifics and correlating their occurrence
with non-acoustic behavior has proven challenging, given both their relative scarcity in
the dolphin repertoire and their characteristic shared use, which complicates the
attribution of their occurrences to callers. Towards the goal of robustly attributing
occurrences of non-signature whistles to callers, we present a new, long-term audiovisual
monitoring system designed for and tested at the Dolphin Discovery exhibit of the
National Aquarium in Baltimore, Maryland. In this paper, we confirm the system’s
ability to spatially localize impulse-like sounds using traditional signal processing
approaches that have already been used to localize dolphin echolocation clicks. We go
on to provide the first rigorous experimental evaluation of the component
time-difference-of-arrival-(TDOA) extraction methods on whistle-like tonal sounds in a
(reverberant) aquatic environment, showing that they are generally not suited to sound
localization. Nevertheless, we find that TDOA extraction under these circumstances is
performed significantly better using a Generalized Cross-Correlation with Phase
Transform (GCC-PHAT) method than a standard circular cross-correlation method, a
potentially important result.

Introduction 1

Ever since mid-20th century studies [1, 2] observed that Atlantic common bottlenose 2

dolphins (Tursiops truncatus) use a variety of tonal and burst-pulse calls, researchers 3

have explored the possibility that dolphins (and specifically the common bottlenose) 4

manifest communication mediated by sound. While Dreher [2] provided early evidence 5

that even a single dolphin can use multiple distinct tonal sounds, termed whistles, later 6

Melba and David Caldwell [3, 4] famously observed that each common bottlenose 7

dolphin shows significant preference for a single, individually-distinctive whistle, which 8

they termed its signature whistle. While it would become apparent that the strong 9

signature whistle preferences that the Caldwells observed applies specifically to isolated 10

individuals (though a weaker preference is still observed for socializing individuals), 11

signature whistles would nonetheless become the focus of many research efforts in 12

exploring the communicative utility of whistles in T. truncatus; little would be learned 13

about non-signature whistles by comparison [5]. 14
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Reasons for the larger number of studies about signature whistles include not only 15

bottlenoses’ preference for signature whistles, particularly during capture-and-release 16

studies [6], but also the relative ease with which they can be associated with the 17

originating dolphins, even in social settings. The use of a particular signature whistle 18

implies the identity of the originator [5] – while signature whistle copying does occur, it 19

seems to occur only with modification of the original whistle [7]. This association 20

between a call and its originator, which we term sound or whistle attribution, allows for 21

the correlation of a call with gestural and other non-acoustic behavior [5, 6], and 22

potentially for the examination of acoustic exchanges among conspecifics [5, 8]. In 23

contrast, non-signature whistles are relatively scarce, and by definition are not 24

individually distinctive, which precludes trivial whistle attribution. Without achieving 25

robust non-signature whistle attribution, it will remain impossible to study 26

non-signature whistles to the degree signature whistles are, or to gain a comprehensive 27

understanding of bottlenose dolphin communication. 28

This paper is broadly concerned with the challenge of performing whistle attribution 29

within an audio recording of multiple socializing dolphins, which is relevant to the 30

functional study of not only non-signature whistles, but potentially of non-whistle calls 31

(e.g., burst-pulse sounds). Highlighting the significance of this challenge, it is notable 32

that no studies exist claiming to attribute whistles in a group of more than two dolphins 33

reliably enough to accommodate a sequence analysis of non-signature calls. More 34

specific than the the challenge of whistle attribution, this paper is concerned with the 35

difficulty of performing whistle localization, the task of determining the physical 36

coordinates of the origin of a whistle. Explicitly or implicitly this is often a prerequisite 37

of sound attribution, preceding a step that matches the obtained coordinates to visual 38

(e.g., video) identities. 39

With exceptions, to be mentioned, sound localization often involves obtaining 40

time-differences-of-arrival (TDOA’s) for a sound (or signal) of interest between several 41

pairs of sensors, and solving the corresponding nonlinear, non-convex system of 42

geometric equations using one of several approaches [9] – in this paper we use a reliable 43

solution termed Spherical Interpolation, which is an optimal estimator under the 44

assumption of Gaussian error [9–12]. 45

Intuitively, the best method for obtaining TDOA’s can depend heavily on the nature 46

of the signal of interest. TDOA’s for strongly-peaked, pulse-like sounds can often be 47

obtained by simply thresholding the signal amplitudes to find signal onset times, with 48

TDOA’s then obtained by subtraction; echolocation click TDOA’s have been 49

successfully obtained in this way [13–15]. TDOA’s for signals that are relatively 50

extended and heterogeneous in time, which describe whistles, are often obtained by 51

cross-correlation-based approaches [16–18] that rely on finding the time delay that 52

corresponds to the optimal overlap between received signals of two different sensors. To 53

find the TDOA, tdelay, for signals ri(t) and rj(t) from sensors i and j, respectively, the 54

simplest cross-correlation-based approach searches for a unique sharp peak: 55

tdelay = argmax
τ

(ri ∗ rj)[τ ] (1)

Working to localize bottlenose whistles, other authors have at best achieved modest 56

results in irregular, low-reverberation environments [18–23]. While a review of the 57

relationship of all methods to the above framework would be out of the scope of this 58

paper, we note that many of the previous authors and others [16] have noted difficulty 59

localizing dolphin whistles in reverberant environments. As has been analytically 60

described [16], the standard cross-correlation-based approaches are potentially disrupted 61

in environments where the original signal becomes stacked with copies of itself resulting 62

from reflections, or generally multipath effects. In this case, no single peak in the 63

cross-correlation will exist, and the largest peak will not necessarily correspond to the 64
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desired pair of direct sound paths. No modification of the cross-correlation has been 65

proven robust to multipath effects, however one established modification of the 66

cross-correlation that has been proposed to be resilient is the Generalized Cross 67

Correlation with Phase Transform (GCC-PHAT) [17], which we evaluate here. 68

We note that promising new approaches to whistle attribution exist that are not 69

directly addressed in this paper. These include a sound-localization-based method 70

termed SRP-PHAT (a beam-forming, cross-correlation-based method), which has 71

achieved modest success (40% recall) attributing whistles in a low-reverberation 72

environment [18]; tag-based methods of sound attribution [24–26]; and 73

machine-learning-based approaches, which we have proposed elsewhere [28]. The first 74

method, relying on cross-correlation, is theoretically susceptible to the same 75

complications introduced by the multi-path problem discussed earlier, and has not been 76

tested in a highly reverberant environment. 77

The goal of this paper is to provide an experimental performance evaluation of the 78

more common forms of sound localization on whistle-like sounds. The first part of this 79

paper is concerned with showing that our custom system of 16 permanent hydrophones, 80

located at the Dolphin Discovery exhibit of the National Aquarium in Baltimore, 81

Maryland, is capable of localizing ideal, pulse-like sounds. The second part of this paper 82

is concerned with attempting to employ similar methods to attempt localization of 83

whistle-like sounds, also originating from known locations in the pool. 84

Materials and methods 85

Overview 86

We obtained acoustic and visual data from equipment deployed at the Dolphin 87

Discovery exhibit of the National Aquarium in Baltimore, Maryland. The exhibit’s 88

110’-diameter cylindrical pool is subdivided into one approximate half cylinder, the 89

exhibit pool or EP, as well three smaller holding pools, by thick concrete walls and 90

6’x4.25’ perforated wooden gates; all sub-pools are acoustically linked. The data were 91

obtained from the EP, when the seven resident dolphins were in the rear pools. 92

The basic experimental setup for obtaining acoustic data involved both input and 93

output subsystems, which shared two synchronized, poolside MOTU 8M audio interfaces 94

connected by a fiber optic cable to a Mac Pro in the dolphin amphitheater sound booth. 95

The output subsystem transmitted Matlab-generated sounds through the MOTU 96

interfaces to an omnidirectional marine Lubbell LL916H speaker. The speaker was 97

secured at known heights below a modified marine-buoy-based flotation device, which 98

could be moved across the surface of the EP using four ropes, which were secured to the 99

flotation device as well as four poolside attachment points. An optical target mounted 100

to the buoy allowed the surface coordinates of the buoy to be determined using four 101

Bosch 225 ft. Laser Measure devices and a straightforward triangulation procedure. 102

All output sounds were played at 14 locations inside the pool. The 14 locations 103

corresponded to 7 unique positions on the water surface on a 3 x 5 cross, at 6 feet and 104

18 feet deep. Approximate surface positions are shown in Fig 1; the difference between 105

adjacent horizontal and vertical positions was 10-15 feet. The speaker could sway from 106

its center point by as much as a few feet during calibration. 107

Also at the four poolside attachment points for the ropes were underwater sound 108

receivers. Specifically, at each of the four locations was a large custom “hydrophone 109

array,” designed to suspend four standard hydrophones (SQ-26-08’s from Cetacean 110

Research Technology, with approximately flat frequency responses between 200 and 111

25,000 Hz) approximately six feet below the water surface in such a way that they were 112

effectively isolated from the resident dolphins. While removable, the arrays (Fig 2) 113
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Fig 1. Pool test point and hydrophone array layout. The National Aquarium
Exhibit Pool (EP) is shown. Circled in red are the approximate surface projections of
the fourteen points at which sounds were played. Circled in orange are the four
hydrophone arrays, each containing four hydrophones.

underwent an exhaustive engineering and testing process, and proven robust to 114

long-term exposure with minimal maintenance. Through a series of connections, all 115

sounds were ultimately recorded to the Mac Pro cited above. 116

The study also made use of a central AXIS P1435-LE camera, managed by Xeoma 117

surveillance software and custom Matlab code from the same computer. 118

“Snow White” Noise, Impulse Response Function Localization 119

One of the fundamental tools used to understand and account for a space’s acoustic 120

properties is the impulse response function (IRF) [27]. Not only can the impulse 121

response be analyzed to obtain information about a space’s acoustic properties between 122

a specific source and receiver pair (such as values describing the nature of 123

reflection/reverberation, and potentially clues to where boundaries are located), but, for 124

a linear, time-invariant system, the IRF provides a complete description of an arbitrary 125

signal’s transformation between the source and receiver. For such a system, the received 126

signal y[t] for a known source signal x[t] can be described as a convolution with the IRF, 127

h[t]: 128

y[t] =
∞∑

τ=−∞
x[τ ]h[t− τ ] (2)

We understand that this relation is unique for every unique source-sensor pair 129

(especially with regards to spatial positioning). This relation simplifies in Fourier space, 130

and can be rearranged to solve for the IRF: 131

h[t] = F−1{F{y[t]}
F{x[t]}

} (3)

The above suggests that we can obtain the linear impulse response given any pair of 132

source and received signals. However, to ensure that the denominator is nowhere zero, 133
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(a) (b)

Fig 2. Hydrophone Array
(a) Selection from a mechanical drawing. Array is depicted attached to a small section
of acrylic wall, which visibly has an approximate “T” cross-section.
(b) A photo of an installed array.

and to avoid biasing for any frequency in particular, in practice it is best if the source 134

signal’s power is uniformly distributed across all frequencies (also a property of a true 135

impulse). Such a signal can be obtained by inverse Fourier transforming a signal 136

designed in complex frequency space that has unitary power at all frequencies, with 137

random phase. This is the basis of what we term the snow white method of sound 138

calibration. Note that if the signal thus obtained is not played at the appropriate 139

sampling rate in its entirety, its power spectrum will not be unitary, but rather random 140

with powers falling on a Gamma distribution – this is consistent with the power 141

reflecting the absolute value of Gaussian variable pairs in real and imaginary space. The 142

duration of the signal should be longer than the longest expected multipath travel time 143

(one second was used). Moreover, the signal can be repeated a number of times (360 144

repeats, equivalent to 6 minutes was used) to account for various stochastic effects: the 145

IRF is constructed from the median value for every time point. The sound was played 146

at each of 14 locations, the received signal divided by the the source signal as shown in 147

Equation 3 to obtain an IRF for each of the 16 x 14 sensor-location pairs. We settled on 148

an appropriate amplitude by considering the strength of test data along with husbandry 149

concerns. 150
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The primary use of the IRF’s thus obtained was to determine how well a standard 151

method of sound source localization, Spherical Interpolation [9–12], can localize a real, 152

low-noise impulse in the National Aquarium EP; this would represent a best case 153

scenario for how well other sounds can be localized using this method. Moreover, this 154

analysis might provide a reasonable approximation of how well impulse-like common 155

bottlenose clicks can be localized with this method using our particular experimental 156

setup. 157

For N sensors, Spherical Interpolation requires N − 1 time-differences-of-arrival (or
TDOA’s); these N − 1 TDOA’s correspond to the arrival time differences between N − 1
unique hydrophones and a single designated reference hydrophone. In our case, for 16
hydrophones, 15 arrays of TDOA’s were generated for a given impulse, one array for
each of 15 hydrophones paired with one common reference; each array was of length
20,000. Letting integers k ∈ {1, . . . , 20000} index array position, and integers i and j
index hydrophone and pool test location, respectively, each value zijk was drawn from

Zij ∼ N (µi,j , V ari,j)−N (µ1,j , V ar1,j) for integers i ∈ {2, . . . , 16}, j ∈ {1, . . . , 14}
(4)

where µi,j indicates the time corresponding to the peak amplitude of the IRF’s first 158

incidence in hydrophone i at location j, and V ari,j approximates the variance in these 159

times among hydrophones in the same panel (which should be effectively the same at 160

our temporal resolution). The (15 x 20,000) matrices of TDOA’s, one for each pool test 161

location, were used to compute source location point clouds. These clouds were 162

approximately ellipsoid, and their major radii, minor radii, areas, and center 163

displacements from the true testing location were measured. 164

Separately, the absolute deviation of measured arrival times of the IRF’s from 165

theoretical arrival times were used to visualize the relative error across hydrophones. 166

Whistle-Like Sounds, TDOA Extraction 167

As described previously [28], we also played 128 unique sounds (analysis performed on 168

127) whose parameter values approximate those of T. truncatus whistles. These sounds 169

were generated with amplitudes matched to the sound amplitudes of whistles used by 170

the pool’s resident dolphins. In total, 1,605 recorded tones were successfully extracted 171

for analysis. 172

The initial goal was to localize the tonal, dolphin-whistle-like sounds in the same 173

way as IRF’s. However, we would discover TDOA’s suitable for localization were not 174

obtained using the extraction methods considered. Thus, our analysis of the localization 175

pipeline for tonal sounds focused on the accuracy with which TDOA’s could be obtained. 176

We used a variety of methods to obtain TDOA’s (or the component 177

single-hydrophone arrival times). These methods included a custom thresholding 178

algorithm for consistently locating whistle arrival times based on waveform features, 179

locating TDOA’s by identifying the maxima of circular cross-correlation between pairs 180

of hydrophone waveforms (both a custom implementation and the Matlab “finddelay” 181

function were tested), locating TDOA’s by identifying the maxima of generalized 182

cross-correlation with phase transform (GCC-PHAT) [17,29], and locating TDOA’s by 183

identifying maxima of a two-dimensional cross-correlation of spectrograms. 184

When employing the various cross-correlation-based methods of obtaining TDOA’s, 185

we used both a single hydrophone signal and the original source signal; the latter 186

operation results in so-called matched filtering. Moreover, prior to computing TDOA’s 187

we applied either a “tight” or “loose” bandpass filter to the signals; the boundaries of 188

the former were offset by 250 Hertz of the original signal, and boundaries of the latter 189

were offset by 1000 Hertz. 190
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Table 1. Performance of Spherical Interpolation on IRF Signals

Statistic Value
Mean Cloud Area (ft2, % of pool) 10.84 +/- 9.63 (0.24 +/- 0.21)
Mean Cloud Area, non-midline (ft2, % of pool) 6.310 +/- 2.51 (0.14 +/- 0.054)
Mean Cloud Area, midline (ft2, % of pool) 16.88 +/- 12.48 (0.37 +/- 0.27)
Mean Distance of True Point from Cloud (ft) 2.63 +/- 3.76
Mean Distance of True Point from Cloud, non-midline
(ft)

2.29 +/- 1.75

Mean Distance of True Point from Cloud, midline
(ft)

3.08 +/- 5.86

The TDOA’s found using the various techniques were compared to theoretical values, 191

calculated from known play locations. We considered the mean of the deviations (raw 192

values), the mean of the absolute-value deviations, and the mean of the absolute-value 193

deviations with 20% outlier truncation along the hydrophone axis, in case a method 194

happened to fail on a small subset of received signals. 195

In an attempt to de-noise the received tonal signals of multipath effects, yielding 196

signals more amenable to TDOA extraction with the removal of false peaks from the 197

cross-correlation (see Introduction, Equation 1), we also de-convolved the tonal signals 198

with the IRF’s previously obtained. We implemented the Wiener deconvolution, which 199

in certain circumstances reduces the noise observed with the standard deconvolution. 200

Our analysis was limited to a qualitative, visual examination of the signals, of which we 201

present a sample. 202

Results 203

IRF Localization 204

Fig 4 shows the results of IRF localization in seven plots, one for each location (only the 205

upper seven testing locations are shown; the bottom are similar). While these plots are 206

two-dimensional projections of three-dimensional results, significant information is not 207

lost in the projections, as the hydrophone panels have effectively no localization 208

precision along the Z-axis – an expected result of Z-axis hydrophone placement 209

limitations. In two dimensions the clouds of localized points can be approximated as 210

ellipsoids and characterized by major and minor radii. Under this approximation, we 211

have calculated the average areas of the clouds and the percentage of the EP they 212

occupy, as well as the distance between the true calibration points from the nearest 213

cloud points; this is done grouping all calibration locations as well as separately 214

grouping midline and non-midline locations. These data are in Table 1. As is also 215

visible from the plots, the midline group is localized more poorly, likely a consequence of 216

the array and pool geometry that requires further examination. 217

The data indicate that the cloud of localization points consistently occupies less than 218

1% of pool area (or, equivalently in this case, volume) – note that the plot markers are 219

somewhat exaggerated in size for visibility – and that the true sound source is reliably 220

within 5 feet of it. There is no appreciable overlap of clouds belonging to unique 221

calibration locations in XY except at midline positions, where distinguishing among the 222

calibration points is difficult. 223

The estimated time delays of the IRF’s were also used to determine whether any of 224

the 16 hydrophones consistently underperforms. For each calibration point, the ideal 225

arrival time differences were calculated (requiring a knowledge of the speed of sound 226
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(a) Far left. (b) Mid left.

(c) Middle. (d) Mid right.

(e) Middle. (f) Mid right.
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(g) Far right.

Fig 4. Each plot represents a simplified overhead 2D projection of the EP. The true
position of the IRF is indicated by a green cross. Each blue asterisk represents the
estimated position of the IRF based on estimated time of arrivals with Gaussian noise,
described in the text. The red crosses around the EP perimeter indicate hydrophone
positions. The lines drawn from them are proportional to the hydrophones’ estimated
time estimation error; when oriented towards the true point, they indicate that
estimated times were too late; when towards, too early. Plots are shown for 7 locations.

and the location of source and hydrophones), and deviations from the estimated arrival 227

time differences calculated. The mean and standard deviations across all calibration 228

points were calculated for every hydrophone and are plotted in Figure 5. No significant 229

difference among hydrophones is apparent. 230

Whistle-like Sound TDOA Extraction 231

Tables 2-5 show the performance of the various methods for TDOA extraction. As it is 232

readily apparent from Fig 6 that the different groups differ greatly in variance, we 233

favored nonparametric statistical tests as much as possible. We performed a 234

Kruskal-Wallis test on the deviations of the true TDOA’s from the ideal TDOA’s, which 235

indicated that the deviations were unlikely to be drawn from the same distribution (p = 236

0.0069); however, comparison of pairs of the corresponding mean rank intervals 237

indicated that no two groups have statistically different means, in a territory around 238

zero. A Kruskal-Wallis test performed on the absolute value of the deviations of the 239

true TDOA’s from the ideal TDOA’s indicated that the absolute value deviations were 240

unlikely to be drawn from the same distribution (p ≈ 0); more importantly, the 241

post-hoc analysis indicated that the methods fell into distinct groups based on their 242

mean rank intervals, shown in Fig 7. 243

Table 2. Performance of Signal Onset Method in Estimation of Arrival
Time Delays

Method Reference Signal Bandpass Range
(kHz)

Mean of Abs. of
Deviations (ms)

Mean of Devia-
tions (ms)

√
(Mean Square

of TMHE) (ms)
(1) Signal Onset N/A Tight 10.8± 67.9 −1.00± 71.6 67.8± 53.9
(2) Signal Onset N/A Loose 13.6± 81.5 −2.00± 86.2 77.4± 58.3

* TMHE := Truncated Mean Hydrophone Error
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Fig 5. Mean Time Delay Estimation (TDE) Error of Hydrophones Plot of mean Time
Delay Estimation (TDE) error of hydrophones, calculated from estimated and
theoretical time delays for IRF’s. Error bars indicate standard deviations.

Fig 6. Standard box plot of absolute value TDOA deviations for all TDOA extraction
methods.
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Table 3. Performance of Cross-Correlation Methods in Estimation of
Arrival Time Delays

Method Reference Signal Bandpass Range
(kHz)

Mean of Abs. of
Deviations (ms)

Mean of Devia-
tions (ms)

√
(Mean Square

of TMHE) (ms)
(3) Cross-
Correlation

Hydro. 1 Tight 5.90± 44.2 −0.670± 45.2 48.0± 64.0

(4) Cross-
Correlation

Hydro. 1 Loose 12.9± 22.8 −1.70± 27.0 28.5± 12.9

(5) Cross-
Correlation

Source Signal Tight 6.5± 80.6 0.770± 41.2 38.7± 48.0

(6) Cross-
Correlation

Source Signal Loose 11.1± 11.4 2.6± 16.3 23.0± 8.44

(7) Matlab “Find-
Delay”

Hydro. 1 Tight 5.80± 48.4 −0.562± 49.4 58.3± 79.4

(8) Matlab “Find-
Delay”

Hydro. 1 Loose 12.8± 22.8 −1.8± 27.0 28.4± 13.0

(9) Matlab “Find-
Delay”

Source Signal Tight 6.50± 40.0 0.797± 41.1 38.7± 48.0

(10) Matlab “Find-
Delay”

Source Signal Loose 11.1± 11.4 2.70± 16.3 23.1± 8.42

* TMHE := Truncated Mean Hydrophone Error

Table 4. Performance of GCC-PHAT Methods in Estimation of Arrival
Time Delays

Method Reference Signal Bandpass Range
(kHz)

Mean of Abs. of
Deviations (ms)

Mean of Devia-
tions (ms)

√
(Mean Square

of TMHE) (ms)
(11) GCC-PHAT Hydro. 1 Tight 3.10± 2.20 −0.273± 3.90 6.48± 2.29
(12) GCC-PHAT Hydro. 1 Loose 3.10± 2.20 −0.273± 3.90 6.48± 2.29
(13) GCC-PHAT Source Signal Tight 239± 354 −143± 422 577± 289
(14) GCC-PHAT Source Signal Loose 227± 344 143± 405 568± 304

* TMHE := Truncated Mean Hydrophone Error

Table 5. Performance of Spectrographic Cross-Correlation Methods in
Estimation of Time Delays

Method Reference Signal Bandpass Range
(kHz)

Mean of Abs. of
Deviations (ms)

Mean of Devia-
tions (ms)

√
(Mean Square

of TMHE) (ms)
(15) 32-Sample
Spec. Cross-
Correlation

Hydro. 1 Tight 4.90± 28.7 −0.648± 29.4 17.2± 18.6

(16) 32-Sample
Spec. Cross-
Correlation

Hydro. 1 Loose 5.90± 6.10 −0.939± 8.8 13.2± 5.86

(17) 32-Sample
Spec. Cross-
Correlation

Source Signal Tight 10.7± 65.5 −1.10± 68.4 64.0± 64.8

(18) 32-Sample
Spec. Cross-
Correlation

Source Signal Loose 22.5± 45.3 8.70± 51.6 54.8± 37.4

(19) 64-Sample
Spec. Cross-
Correlation

Hydro. 1 Tight 5.10± 29.2 −0.383± 30.0 17.7± 18.8

(20) 64-Sample
Spec. Cross-
Correlation

Hydro. 1 Loose 5.80± 6.80 −1.00± 9.40 13.5± 6.78

(21) 64-Sample
Spec. Cross-
Correlation

Source Signal Tight 12.5± 59.9 −1.50± 63.3 70.7± 72.8

(22) 64-Sample
Spec. Cross-
Correlation

Source Signal Loose 29.7± 51.5 11.0± 60.7 73.5± 52.9

* TMHE := Truncated Mean Hydrophone Error
* TMSE := Truncated Mean Sample Error
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Fig 7. Mean rank intervals for all TDOA extraction methods.

Whistle-like Sound De-noising 244

For each of the 14 unique play locations, we attempted standard and Weiner 245

de-convolution of the artificial whistles using the corresponding IRF. A representative 246

example of the results is shown in Fig 8. We determined that the increase in noise (and 247

failure of the intended de-noising) was visually apparent enough to obviate the need for 248

quantification. 249

Discussion 250

This paper represents an experimental performance evaluation of standard TDOA-based 251

sound localization methods on both near-ideal impulses and whistle-like tones recorded 252

by our custom audiovisual system, deployed in an unusually reverberant aquatic 253

environment (a half-cylindrical dolphin pool). The first part of this paper is concerned 254

with confirming that these methods, as implemented for our system, perform well for 255

near-ideal impulses; since dolphin echolocation clicks have already been well localized in 256

similar fashions [13–15], if at closer sensor-subject distances than we explore here, we 257

would expect decent performance. The second part of this paper is concerned with 258

evaluating these methods on tonal sounds modeled after T. truncatus whistles; they are 259

theoretically expected to encounter difficulties [16] and, when experimentally evaluated 260

individually in less rigorous circumstances, have performed modestly at best, not 261

accomodating studies of acoustic exchanges [18–23]. In general, our results were what 262

we expected: while near-ideal impulses were successfully localized, whistle-like tones 263

were not. 264

First, we played “snow white” noise at 14 known locations in the pool, which allowed 265
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(a) The original whistle-like tonal signal
played at the source location (far right
point in Fig 1). Displayed in a standard
2048 Hamming-window spectrogram.

(b) The signal received at a hydrophone
(from the far right array in Fig 1). Note
that a bandpass filter was applied between
˜3.25 and ˜8.75 kHz.

(c) The deconvolved signal.

Fig 8. Wiener Deconvolution of a Whistle-like Signal with the IRF.

us to reconstruct IRF’s for those locations. By extracting time-differences-of-arrivals 266

(TDOA’s) between pairs of sensors using a standard thresholding method (a common 267

practice for localizing dolphin clicks, cited above), and subsequently feeding these 268

TDOA’s into the standard Spherical Interpolation estimator to the system of equations 269

describing the sound path geometry [9], we showed that the IRF’s could be localized 270

with resolution comparable to that required for the practical purpose of separating two 271

distinct dolphins: except close to the pool midline, error in accuracy was approximately 272

half a mature bottlenose dolphin length, with error in precision longer (1-2 dolphin 273

lengths) but confined primarily to a single axis. In general, these data seem to suggest 274

that, were dolphins to vocalize signals resembling an impulse – their echolocation clicks 275

might qualify – it would be possible to distinguish them at a separation of two or three 276

body-lengths, depending on their relative orientation. Depending on dolphin number 277

and clustering, this might certainly be adequate to achieve successful sound attribution 278

for most vocalizations. It is important to note that cloud size was manually chosen to 279

minimize the ratio of distance-to-point/area, and that there is room for a more rigorous 280

quantitative optimization. Moreover, with a more substantial set of IRF’s it might be 281

possible to develop a correction function that compensates for not only the localization 282

clouds’ spread but their deviations from the expected source points. 283

As an aside, it is obvious that the cloud of localized points is always oriented 284

towards the pool center, which is a result of the Spherical Interpolation method in 285
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combination with our sensor geometry that deserves further investigation. If it were 286

possible to collapse the distribution with modifications in sensor geometry or the 287

algorithm itself, the system’s capacity for sound localization might improve drastically. 288

We also played sounds constructed with parameters approximating those of T. 289

truncatus whistles, detailed in our other work [28]. Even though they were not played 290

from a speaker moving at average dolphin speed, the speed was not fixed, and so we 291

argue these sounds constitute valid proxies for evaluating techniques for localizing 292

dolphin whistles – even if we expect the techniques’ performance on these sounds to 293

reflect the lower error bound of their performance on real whistles. We ultimately found 294

that all of the techniques explored did not produce TDOA’s that provided any useful 295

approximation of sound source localization using Spherical Interpolation. The TDOA 296

errors exceeded approximately 3 ms, whereas the errors that generated the IRF spreads 297

(Fig 4) were approximately 0.5 ms. As commented above, the unsuitability of these 298

techniques for localizing tonal sounds in reverberant environments has been theoretically 299

predicted and experimentally noted in less rigorous environments. Nevertheless, among 300

the methods examined, from Fig 7 we note that maximization of the GCC-PHAT using 301

a received signal as reference is the best method examined, regardless of whether the 302

received signals were pre-processed with a tight or loose bandpass filter. We therefore 303

assert that the GCC-PHAT is superior to the standard circular cross-correlation for the 304

purposes of TDOA extraction in a reverberant environment. 305

Combining data from the two previous sections, we attempted to deconvolve the 306

artificial whistles with corresponding IRF’s to obtain received signals cleansed of 307

multipath effects, and thus false peaks in their cross-correlations. However, it 308

immediately became clear that the signal-to-noise ratios of the IRF’s was not increased. 309

This is most likely a result of the linear response not dominating the response function; 310

in the future we would seek to obtain the full non-linear response. Also, although we 311

chose our Lubbell LL916H speaker for its relatively flat frequency response, it is unclear 312

whether it is adequately flat for the purposes of this calibration. 313

Overall, we have shown that, while our system installed at the Dolphin Discovery at 314

National Aquarium is theoretically capable of localizing near-ideal, pulse-like sound in 315

the pool using standard TDOA-based methodology, this methodology is not does not 316

accomodate tonal sounds in this environment. Nevertheless, we note that GCC-PHAT 317

significantly outperforms circular cross-correlation at the task of TDOA extraction, 318

which might be relevant to beam-forming localization approaches. We expect our results 319

to generalize to similar systems installed in similarly reverberant environments. 320
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